
Israeli-Lobby Media Buzzword Translator & Decoder
the war/media complex says everything is antisemitic when none of it is 
asserts everyone is 'calling for the genocide of jews' when nobody has 

basic translation (straight) israeli-lobby interpretation (skewed)

phrase meaning biased revision brainwash

palestine will be free, free 
free palestine

end the apartheid; equal human 
rights for all incl palestinians

drive-out/wipe-out or kill-
genocide the jews

antisemitic, anti-
jew

from the river to the sea across historical palestine: israel, east 
jerusalem, west bank, and gaza

drive-out/wipe-out or kill-
genocide the jews 

antisemitic, anti-
jew

cease fire now stop killing 1000 civilians/wk children, 
babies, elderly, infirm destroying lives, 
livelihood, homes and economies by 
blanket bombing them as a means to an 
end (illegal since 1949 post-dresden)

death to the jews

“if israel agreed to a ceasefire, 
there would be another 
holocaust” -nadine dories

antisemitic, anti-
jew

blood of the martyrs   
(red hands, red paint)

blood of palestinian civilians suffering 
and sacrificed, under apartheid trapped 
in concentration camps, under siege 

pro-terrorism, they want jewish 
blood

antisemitic, anti-
jew

pro-palestinian pro-human rights, anti-apartheid pro-terrorism, kill-genocide jews antisemitic, anti-
jew

anti-israel, anti-zionism anti-apartheid, pro-human rights pro-terrorism, kill-genocide jews antisemitic, anti-
jew

israel is a terror state israel is a 75-year apartheid state 
european colonizer, often engaging in 
war crimes and collective punishment

pro-terrorism, kill-genocide jews antisemitic, anti-
jew

wipeout israel dismantle the israeli police state 
apartheid regime by any means should 
the jewish ethnostate continue to refuse 
to honor equal human rights for everyone
incl the people of pre-israel palestine.

pro-terrorism, death to the jews,
drive-out/wipe-out or kill-
genocide the jews

antisemitic, anti-
jew

intifada shaking-off suffering and oppression, 
uprising and resistance

pro-terrorism, kill-genocide the 
jews, death to the jews

antisemitic, anti-
jew

Allahu Akbar God is Great, God is Greatest pro-terrorism, kill-genocide the 
jews, death to the jews

antisemitic, anti-
jew

when people are 
colonized, resistance is 
justified.

self-defense is a legitimate right for any 
people forcibly pushed out of their homes
and off their land for 75+ years without 
compensation, forced into ethnic 
reservation camps and to live under iron 
fisted rule in an apartheid regime.

pro-terrorism, death to the jews,
drive-out/wipe-out or kill-
genocide the jews

antisemitic, anti-
jew

pro-women (sports) XY should never compete with XX anti-transgender trans+ hate

when the israeli-lobby asserts that jews, 2.4% of the US population, receive 55% of all religious hate then within
10 days began asserting ‘anti-jewish hate is up 388% since 10/7/23’ one has to ask who is targeting jews prior to
oct7 because white supremacists are leftists in costumes and zionists are white supremacists.  so as contrived
as it sounds, if many in media repeat it 100x/day, accurate or not, it grows its own legs in the public mind and
feeds the fever to turn gaza to rubble faster than any compelling evidence can ever catch up to provide levity. 
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claim evidence better explanation most likely

dead babies killed, 40 
beheaded, butchered, 
dismembered, put in 
ovens/furnaces and 
burned alive (by hamas)

hearsay/rumor, no evidence, never 
confirmed, one dead baby on record and 
it was shot by IDF in the crossfire rapidly 
evolved into 40 beheaded babies, but no 
proof of any beheaded bodies of any age
(as of 11/20/23).

all the extreme stories are fabricated 
exaggerated tall tale rumors used to 
justify the illegal dresden-style bombing 
that kills/burns/dismembers 500+ 
children/week (and 500+ adults/week)

most people killed, crushed, 
dismembered, buried and burned
alive on 10/7 and daily since and
before 10/7 were likely the result 
of IDF special forces and tanks 
shelling the kibbutz, an apache 
squadron torching cars killing 
concert goers, carrying out IDF 
‘hannibal’ orders to ‘kill everyone 
all ages civilian/militants incl own
IDF to prevent hostage-taking’.

so far, most 
people killed, 
crushed, 
dismembered, 
buried and 
burned alive on 
10/7 and daily 
since and before
10/7 were likely 
the result of IDF

parents killed in front of 
children, children in front of
parents (by hamas)

hearsay/rumor, no proof, inadequate 
proof (as of 11/20/23)

ditto ditto

female hostages gang 
raped, shot then beheaded
(by hamas), one allegedly 
with a garden hoe 
(implausible)

no proof, inadequate proof (as of 
11/20/23), on track to remain under-
proven, incl one witness who alleges 
seeing 8-10 militants gang-rape a female
then shooting her; others beheaded

tough to rape in the middle of 
combat under heavy fire from 
tanks and special forces, gang-
rape far less likely; very hard to 
behead adults; most likely didn’t 
occur

no reason to 
trust/believe any 
western state 
incl israel at face
value

hamas HQ under al-shifa 
hospital (used by hamas)

BBC article

IDF evidence so far falls 
well short of al-Shifa 
hospital being Hamas HQ

inadequate token proof (as of 11/20/23), 
may remain under-proven for near term.

video presented has various anomalies 
incl edits when IDF asserts it has none, 
evidence of small arms shown in a bag 
on day 1 was changed on day 2, arms 
allegedly found could easily be planted.

every healthcare professional at 
the hospital continue to assert 
there are no tunnels at the 
hospital and no connections to 
hamas.

ditto

all palestinians are 
antisemitic, supporting 
palestinian rights is 
antisemitic

big irony: arabs and palestinians are 
semites, while over 80% jews are not.

palestinians can equally claim 
that everything israelis and 
christian crony/backers say and 
do are antisemitic

jews may not be 
half the semites 
palestinians are, 
and may not be 
semites at all

palestinians teach kids to 
hate and how to kill jews

a couple dozen toddlers are seen in 
videos, we dont know who made these, 
where they are viewed, who sees them, 
or how authentic these videos are.

this is very problematic, but we 
dont know enough about the 
video to know who made it and 
israel isn’t giving us more info.

kids may be 
kidnapped 
orphans obeying
pedophile 
captors

israel doesnt speak for all 
jews or represent judaism

israeli leaders claim to represent all jews,
to make all criticism of Israel ‘antisemitic’

israelis do it on purpose to get 
their way on everything

the goal is to 
obfuscate
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claim evidence better explanation most likely

not all zionists are jews, 
not all jews are zionists

christian zionists created funded 
supported jewish zionists and militants

a zionist is anyone who 
promotes a jewish ethnostate

settler colonizers
upset the peace

israel is not an occupying 
force; not a colonizer

baseless claim when all evidence across 
decades indicates the contrary: 

if palestinians have no equal rights, or 
self-determination, and if they do not 
administer their own ID card system,  
have little control of their own energy, 
food, water, sewage, healthcare, imports,
we cant pretend they are sovereign.

when your people are divided by 190 
checkpoints incl 49 staffed by the israeli 
military, not allowed to come and go 
freely, not allowed entry into israel to visit
or to live there, but are forced to stay 
where they were born and not move or 
marry outside that zone.  if one of your 
palestinian parents moves zones to 
marry your other parent, the kids get 
punished for life with ‘stateless’ status, 
unable to open a bank account, get a 
driver’s license, go to college, travel, own
a home, live a normal life and prosper.

you are occupied, not sovereign when 
your people’s freedom to travel for 
work/leisure, are all strictly checkpoint-
controlled/permitted by a larger nation.  
when their caloric intake is strictly 
rationed and it’s all administered per iron-
fisted rule by another nation. 

one that forcibly pushed your people out 
of their homes and off their land into 
concentration camps the day they arrived
to betray you as did the UK before them 
(1916), then spent the next 75 years 
sending hostile ultra-nationalist ethno-
supremacist settlers into your UN-
designated areas to continue stealing 
your land/property and to harass, 
threaten, abuse, terrorize your people 
under a persistent apartheid regime...  

in addition to coping with life in an 
apartheid regime, the colonizer wages 6-
12 military massacres to kill/dismember 
and terrorize/burn your people incl 
children/babies, level half your homes, 
communities, livelihoods, economies to 

indeed, israel withdrew 95% of 
the military and 9000 hostile 
settlers from gaza in 2005 only to
redeploy them to colonize the 
west bank, but that did not end 
the occupation as israel 
continues to date to administer 
all three territories in every way.  
inside gaza, they replaced troops
with undercover spies, drones 
and networking surveillance 
cameras to make the gaza 
‘territory’ the most surveilled 
prison-like 140 square miles on 
the planet.  

so gaza is now more effectively 
occupied than ever, where a 9 
meter tall steel wall, drones, 
spies and surveillance 
supplanted the need to keep 
troops inside gaza.  keeping 
thousands of troops behind a 
security wall surrounding gaza 
allows israel to appear as if they 
are not occupiers.

the opposite is 
true: israel is still
an occupying 
force and just 
another 
genetically white
european 
colonizer that 
conspired with 
the UK in 1917 
and the UN in 
1947 to establish
itself with a 
contrived land 
claim refuted by 
2000 years of 
euro-origin (not 
from near east) 
ashkenazi 
genetics since 
christ.

israel was 
allowed by 
european 
institutions to 
outright steal the
land/resources 
from the local 
indigenous 
tribes, and 
forcibly move 
them into 
reservation 
camps (a repeat 
of what the US 
did to native 
tribes 1600s-
1800s). 

israel is literally 
a key white 
european base 
in the oil-rich 
middle east 
featuring the last
vestige of 
colonial 
apartheid 
unopposed by 
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rubble, kill hopes of justice and peace. european 
institutions. 

israeli claim evidence better explanation most likely

palestine never existed 
before israel

the land of judea was named syria 
palestina 132-390 AD when the romans 
conquered/ejected the jews, it was called
the palestine mandate by the UK 1920-
1948.  so the land has a 2000 year 
history as palestine before israel came 
alonf.  it's not secret knowledge.  

yes it did.  it existed 1920-1948 
and 2000+ years ago.

palestine is a sovereign 
state

palestine is not sovereign to any degree 
by any measure and is still not 
recognized as a sovereign nation by the 
UN thus has no power to do anything.

if palestinians have no equal rights, or 
self-determination, and if they do not 
administer their own ID card system,  
have little control of their own energy, 
food, water, sewage, healthcare, imports,
we cant pretend they are sovereign.

when your people are divided by 190 
checkpoints incl 49 staffed by the israeli 
military, not allowed to come and go 
freely, not allowed entry into israel to visit
or to live there, but are forced to stay 
where they are and not move or marry 
outside your zone.  if one of your 
palestinian parents moves zones to 
marry your other parent, the kids get 
punished for life with ‘no-state’ status, 
unable to open a bank account, get a 
driver’s license, go to college, travel, own
a home, live a normal life and prosper.

when your people’s freedom to travel for 
work/leisure, are all strictly checkpoint-
controlled/ permitted by a larger stronger 
nation.  and when their caloric intake is 
strictly rationed and it’s all administered 
per iron-fisted rule by a stronger nation, 
you are occupied, not sovereign.
 

it is not sovereign to any degree

the right of self-defense the right of self-defense can be invoked 
by detainees deprived by captors of their 
human rights, trapped in a tyrannous 
penal colony or concentration camp.  

it cannot be invoked by a colonizer state 
featuring a european-style apartheid 
regime and illegally occupying territories 

palestinians trapped in walled 
camp reservations under armed 
occupation can claim the right, 
but they can’t terrorize civilians.

the occupier state ex israel that 
controls everything in the camp 
can not claim self-defense if 
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that it runs like native reservation camps 
denied basic human rights.

attacked.

israeli claim evidence better explanation most likely

israel didn’t start this. 

on 10/7, unprovoked and 
for no good reason, hamas
broke a ceasefire to 
surprise attack israel 

the whole world knows this unending 
conflict is anything but unprovoked and 
that it didn’t suddenly start on 10/7.

everyone knows it goes back over 7 
decades and incl 12 different lopsided 
dresden style war crime blanket bombing
campaigns that has turned over 100K 
palestinian civilians (half of them 
children) into martyrs.
 

the conflict didn’t begin in 1948 
when israeli zioinist settlers and 
militias started forcibly pushing 
arabs and palestinians out of 
their homes and homeland aka 
out of the way to make room for 
the new european settler 
colonizers during the 1947 civil 
war.

20% of israel citizens are 
arabs living in harmony 
sharing prosperity

israeli arabs can vote and run for 
knesset, be judges, but never access 
other high offices and places as jews. 

these arabs were the token tribes 
allowed to stay in their homes on their 
lands/towns, who were not violently 
displaced and made refugees in 1948; 
one has to wonder why they werent 
uprooted; what earned them untouchable
status?  and even for them, it's not all 
rainbows and unicorns.

iran, turkey also have jewish diasporas 
who live safe full lives, run stores proving
they have no gripe with jews, are not out 
to kill the jews, take issue only with the 
israeli-supremacists, apartheid regime 
and israeli state. 

and there's plenty of animosity 
for the systematic 2nd class 
citizenship of arab israelis and 
lesser opportunities/facilities 
generally for arabs.  

there's plenty of tension in mixed
cities, protests, vandalism, that 
ramp into riots, arson, shootings/
killings and bombings.

Khamenei says: 'We are not 
antisemitic. Jews are living in 
utmost safety in our country' and 
explains Iran's goal is to 'wipe 
out Israel; the sinister regime, 
not the Jews'

israel is a jewish state, 
only of the jewish people

Benjamin Netanyahu says Israel is ‘the 
nation state not of all its citizens but only 
of the Jewish people’ (2019)

2018 law declares Israel the 
nation-state of the Jewish 
people, says only Jews have the 
“right to national self-
determination” 

all jews connect to the 
ancient hebrews

no they dont.  studies find jews are 
genetically white europeans since before 
Christ, are not from the middle east, are 
not Canaanites, not Semites, and are not
connected to the ancient Hebrews.

in 70 AD, before the jews were forced 
into 2000 years of exile, 92% jews lived 
across the roman empire, most in 
southern europe ex italy.  

70-300 AD, 25% judea/palestine’s 
population were jews, they were always 

there is little to no connection 
between the genetically white 
european ashkenazi since Christ
(not from the near east) who 
created/settled israel 2000 years 
after the israelites, the 
canaanites or the semites. these 
are genetically different 
people/lineages. 92% jews (6M) 
in 70 AD populated all of the 
roman empire (not judea). 

btw the romans named judea 
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a minority, with no legitimate land claims. palestine when they 
conquered/expelled the jews.

israeli claim evidence better explanation most likely

two-state solution unviable talking point permanently 
sabotaged by decades of ongoing hostile
illegal israeli settlements inside UN-
designated palestinian lands.  that’s 
irrefutable fact that everyone involved 
knows has been true for decades now.

the UN’s original two-state design with 3 
separate disjointed arab territories 
surrounded by israel was doomed to 
failure out of the gate and the experts 
involved in planning the UN partition plan
had to see the issue the entire time and 
know it designed to fail and the result by 
default would inevitably be one ever-
expanding jewish state featuring endless 
apartheid with 9m walls around three 
separate refugee reservation camps.

then repeat violent strife would inevitably 
lead to israel pushing palestinians out of 
gaza permanently into the sinai, a few 
years later pushing them permanently 
out of the west bank into jordan, and 
finally, pushed out of east jerusalem to 
anywhere in the world who takes them 
(like the one way tickets out of gaza).

due to decades of illegal israeli 
settlements pervasively 
encroaching into the west bank, 
it’s a talking point used to 
pretend the original 1948 
partition plan is not dead 
unachievable when the design 
was doomed to fail from the very 
start; dead on arrival, a pipe 
dream; never had a chance in 
hell.

due to decades 
of illegal israeli 
settlements, a 
one-state 
binational 
jewish/arab 
nation with equal
rights for all is 
the only option.  

the only other 
option is to 
progressively 
push arabs out 
of greater israel 
into the rest of 
the world, which 
is what israel 
has been doing.

irony (since oct7): if 1000 civilians get killed in a half day of crossfire between camp militants and the 
occupation military, they blame it on terrorism, then when the europeans/israelis start slaughtering 
1000/week civilians they justify the killing as ‘collateral damage’, sell it as ‘self defense’ and find ways 
to blame all death on all sides on the stateless camp militant groups the occupier created/funded.

recap repeat:  if jihadis kill 1000 civilians, the west calls it terrorism.  if europeans/israelis slaughter 
1000/week civilians, it’s never terrorism, it’s justified retribution, collateral damage, self defense.

bottomline irony (since birth of israel):  with no genetic jewish near east origins, connection or ties to 
lands outside of europe, it would seem israel had no valid land claim in 1948 and has no claim now, 
yet conspired with european institutions, the UK in 1917 and the UN in 1947, to wage a fraudulent 
land invasion/eviction campaign in 1948 to forcibly displace/occupy the arab semites from judea.

israel used UN resolutions of 1947-48 to officially legitimize itself, but then ignored all other UN peace 
plan, refugee problem, and humanitarian resolutions ever since.  israel acts like a bratty selfish child 
since birth who never obeys it's own mother.  the region could be decades post-apartheid by now.
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ps. you can be pro-jewish anti-israel and half of world jews are exactly that and they're organizing the 
pro-palestine pro-equal rights anti-apartheid anti-civilian massacre solidarity/mourning marches.
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